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THE WINDY ARM AERIAL TRAMWAYS

William R. Young staked the Montana
claim in 1899, giving the mountain
upon which it was staked its name. In
1900, three prospectors, Jack Pooley,
Jack Stewart and Ira Petty prospected
the region of the Montana claim,
staking the Mountain Hero claim next
to Young’s property. The Venus and
Uranus claims were staked the
following year. Interest increased and
others started staking claims in the
same region in 1903. During a visit to
the Yukon in 1904, entrepreneur John
H. Conrad showed an interest in
various Windy Arm properties. He
formed two companies and the
development of the Windy Arm claims
began in March, 1905.
One of the main obstacles that had to
be overcome in developing mines
along Windy Arm was transportation.
Access was possible to the lakeshore
near the mines by water sternwheel
steamers, or by land over roads. A
railway spur from the White Pass and
Yukon Route main line at Carcross
was even contemplated. But the most
difficult challenge was to provide
economical access to and from the
mines located high above the lake on
the steep mountain sides.

Left: Yukon Archive, Murray Lundberg fonds: 95-105 136

Above: The first tram line at Windy Arm,
similar to the design illustrated here, was
5,699 metres (18,697 feet) long. One
span, of almost 914 metres (3,000 feet),
was the longest in the world at the time.
The ore cars rode along a heavy
stationary support cable, while being
pulled by a lighter gauge running line. The
cable supported 80 ore buckets, each
holding 0.34 cubic metres (12 cubic feet)
of ore, and running on a gravity system at
a speed of eight kilometres (five miles) per
hour. The tram could also handle lumber
carriers and passenger cars.

Below: Mines were scattered all along the eastern
side of Montana Mountain. Three of them had
tram lines to haul ore away from the mine and
supplies to it. The longest, to the Mountain Hero
Mine, was 5,699 metres (18,697 feet) long. The
shortest, to the Venus mine, was only 645 metres
(1,525 feet) long.
Government of Yukon

Above: Construction of the tram line from
Conrad to the Mountain Hero Mine September
1905. In October a capstan broke and another
had to be delivered from Seattle. So many
problems surfaced that the tramway did not
become operational until June of 1906.
Yukon Archives, Jack Stewart fonds, Acc #95/99/011

The silver boom quickly evaporated,
although Conrad continued to invest in his
mining property. In disputes with the White
Pass and Yukon Route over their costly
freight rates, Conrad at one time threatened
to construct a tramline over the Chilkoot
Pass to Lindeman Lake to bypass the
railroad entirely. But by 1912, his mining
venture was bankrupt. The Venus mine
operated sporadically until 1920, and then
again in the 1970s.
Below: Yukon Archive, Murray Lundberg fonds: 95-105 118

In a state of euphoric optimism over
the potential of his mines, Conrad
contacted Royal Riblet of Nelson B.C.,
whose brother, Byron, a civil engineer,
had shown an aptitude for designing
and building tramways.
Below: Yukon Archive, Murray Lundberg fonds: 95-105 125

Below: Gold Rush Tramway terminus at
Chilkoot Summit. John Conrad had a dispute
with the White Pass and Yukon Route over
freight rates. He had Royal Riblet back at
work, taking elevations for the design of a
tramway across the Chilkoot Pass. The main
line would run fifteen miles from the head of
the Taiya River valley and over the Chilkoot
Pass to Lake Lindeman. Steamers would then
be used to connect with shorter tramways
running to the Windy Arm mines. Conrad was
spread too thin financially and this tram was
never built.

Above and Below: Today, remnants of the old tram lines
are scattered on the hillsides overlooking Windy Arm, a
testimony to the shattered dreams of John Conrad.
Below: Yukon Archive, Murray Lundberg fonds: 95-105 231

Left: MacBride Museum of Yukon History Collection,

SKAGWAY Oct 7 - R.N. Riblettof
Spokane is here completing the survey
of Chilkoot Pass to determine the
feasibility of
building an aerial
tram, similar to the one operated
over the pass in ‘98. for the purpose
of carrying ore from the Colonel
Conrad’s mines to tidewater.
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(News’ Special Service)

Construction of the tram system was designed to replace the costly transport of
supplies by horse. The weight of the loaded ore carts travelling downhill was enough to
allow for freight to be hauled up to the mine on the return haul.
Yukon Archives, Tyrrell Collection, Acc. # 82/15/471
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